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2/17/2023    NEWS FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

ALASKA-BASED START-UP BRINGS SITTING COMFORT AND PORTABLE ERGONOMICS TO THE
INSPIRED HOME SHOW WITH NEW PORTABLE FOOTREST

Cooper Landing, AK – RestAngles LLC is proud to announce the nationwide launch of its patented

portable footrest, RestAngles. Designed for individuals seeking comfortable sitting while traveling, at

work, or at home, RestAngles is the portable posture hack that brings the floor to your feet.  

Founded by passionate traveler and Inventor Candy FitzPatrick, RestAngles was created out of

frustration with  the lack of comfortable seating she encountered during long-haul flights from her home

in Alaska to her job in Antarctica. After experiencing pressure on the back of her knees and constant

lower back, hip, and lower extremity pain, she set out to develop a product that would provide support

and comfort to individuals anywhere they wish to sit.  This cleverly designed footrest improves posture

and helps relieve the pain from dangling legs.  

The Inspired Home Show will be the first time RestAngles is promoted outside of Alaska and will be

located in the Luggage, Travel Goods + Accessories section at the McCormick Place’s North Building

(booth N8344) in Chicago, IL from March 4 - 7, 2023. Visitors to the show can expect to see a product that

is lightweight, durable, and easy to use. It has five adjustable configurations, including a 4" platform, 7"

open side, and two wedge configurations, making it versatile and suitable for a range of different sitting

environments.
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“We are looking forward to introducing RestAngles outside (of Alaska),” said Candy FitzPatrick, Founder

and CEO of RestAngles LLC. “Our mission is to help people achieve comfort and better posture, helping

them to  combat lower back, hip, and lower extremity pain  from the feeling of dangling legs anywhere

and everywhere they wish to sit. We believe that this product will be a game-changer in the portable

footrest market, and we can’t wait for everyone to experience its benefits.”

RestAngles has built in dynamic movement, is made from durable anti-static plastic and equipped with

non-slip feet, making it easy to clean and maintain. Restangles folds flat, weighs only 12 5/8 oz and

includes a cross body zipped bag, making it extremely easy to transport wherever you go.

RestAngles will be showcasing the footrest at the New Exhibitor Preview and the New Product

Showcase. 

 

For more information about RestAngles, please visit the website at www.RestAngles.com.

Contact: Candy FitzPatrick Founder and CEO, RestAngles LLC

RestAngles@RestAngles.com
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